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I should explain, at this point, that
inasmuch as three other cons were being
held simultaneously in the hotel, one of
them a national high school fraternaty,
the Sigma Alpha Rho (or "Sigma Frap" as
Calvin Demmon christened them — this name caught on so completely that later I heard
them using it themselves), a uniformed guard had been posted at the door to the room
in which our ball was held, and admission was by convention badge.
Gary’s two friends hadn't paid three dollars each for the privilage of briefly
joining him, and Philip N. Bridges, who has read science fiction since the first AMAZ
ING, was exercised over the fact. With an unctuous smile he happily chortled, "You'll
have to leave. If you haven't paid your three dollars for a convention membership,
you'll just have to leave.,r And at this point the guard uncerimoniously ushered the
couple from the room.
Now of course Bridges was conpletely in his rights here. Anybody not flaunting
a badge was fair game (but how had Deindorfer's friends originally gotten in?), and
I'm surprised other non-members of the con, like Lee Jacobs, weren't also given the

-2bum's rush. But I can't help wondering what was proven by throwing out that couple.
Aside from the feeling of importance it gave Bridges, was there anything constructive
resulting from that act of Conspicuous Authority?
The Badges Only bit was to thwart people who had no business there — the Sigma
Fraps and other types who might conceivably disrupt things* But now I wonder...: did
the press photographers have to join the con at $3 a head? How about bonefide fans
who came without paying a membership fee? Have they any right to be there? —Or to be
excluded? Who is the convention for, and just what does that $3 buy, anyway?
And, with cons making money hand over foot (I haven't heard from the Biscon, but
the previous three cons all made somewhere between $500 and a thousand bucks profit)
is that $3 fee evan necessary? It's something to think about.
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Forgive my bragging it up please; I thought I could maintain a facade of modest
nonchalence, but I can't. Seeing that in print is something I've yearned for, for manymany years. Maybe someday I'll see one like it without the "Assistant" appended.
The Hugo awards were a farce again this year. I won't say I'm
sorry to see THE MAN IN THE HIGH CASTLE win; I voted for it my
self. And F&SF's win, while unexpected to all of us, was a pleasant surprise. But I
am afraid that I cannot consider any awards which credit "The Dragon Masters" as "Best
Short Fiction" to be of real objective value.
My objection to this award is very simple, and has nothing to do with the actual
quality of the story in question. I maintain that by any honest criteria "The Dragon
Masters" was not and is not eligible for the "Short Fiction" award.
When GALAXY" printed it in 86 pages of full text, it did so as a "Complete Short
Science-Fiction Novel" (cover), and "Complete Short Novel" (contents page). When it
appeared as a 97~Page half of Ace Double F-I85, it was clearly a Book in its own right
and totalling somewhere around 30-35,000 words. (The only change immediately obvious
to hme, by the way, is that while the magazine version ends with an exclamation point,
the book ends with a period.)
Now, by me a story of 30>000 words has never been a "short" story — even in the
days of 60,000-and-up novels. A short story has always had a top limit of about 10,000
words maximum, with some setting that limit closer to 5,000 words. Novelets have not,
in the last ten or more years, exceeded 20,000 words, and often the word is applied
to stories in the 10-12,000 word catigory. In any case, a piece of "short fiction"
almost axiomatically cannot be in itself a complete book — not in the science fiction
or mystery fields (and we'll overlook children's picture books, despite the fact that
I think they're more suited for the average Hugo voter's mentality).
It is absurd
to create a competition between a story of 30,000 words or more, and stories of half
or less that wordage. The forms are simply not the same.
For two years running, now, the short fiction award has not gone to a work of
short fiction; last year a series — not any individual short story — won the awards
arid after it had been collected in the book, HOTHOUSE. For two years the award has
gone to pieces which have appeared as complete books, prior to voting.
When I noted the inclusion of "The Dragon Masters" on my ballot this year, I
crossed it off with a note that it was not eligible. I would like to know, here and
now: a) why it was first put on that ballot; and b) why votes for it were counted.
I shall not be satisfied by the explanation sometimes proffered in previous years
to account for Hugo irregularities (of which there have been many): that if the voters
want to vote for a specific item in a specific category, then their votes will count.
The awards poll is conducted by intelligent men, and it is presumably unnecessary to
TIDDLYWINKS, ANYONE?

point out to them the reductoad absurdum of such reasoning. However, if I am not as
sured that this thinking will be abandoned next year, I shall start a campaign for
"Glory Road" as "Best Short Fiction," and Calvin Demmon's F&SF Biffable, "Fred", for
"Best Novel."
Nonsense of the sort which has occurred for this last two years pretty much de
bases any value the Hugo award has accrued, and I think that if it continues it will
be time for a thorough debunking.
This issue we have a rider, Bill Meyers’ EGO. Bill says he plans one of
these roughly every two weeks — which means that under favorable condit
ions you'll be seeing an issue with each issue of MINAC.
I take some pride in this fact since I feel it is at least indirectly my doing.
It has long been my contention that man is basically evil — a condition alter
nately traced to either The Original Sin or Man's Animal Origins — and in support of
this fact I offer as evidence that despite Bill's announced desires to forever forsake
fandom when he folded SPECTRE in 1959» I kept him on VOID'S mailing list, made it a
point to invite him to fan functions at Towner Hall when he came to NYC to study at
Columbia, and even cozened from him a column for VOID, "Old Bottles". (Although only
one instalment ever appeared, another has been on my desk for the last year and a
half.) More recently, I dragooned him into becoming a member of the Brooklyn Heights
Literary Guild, Pot Cheese and Kvetching Society, where a select number of the up-andcoming Literary Lights of this world gather to read each other their latest works of
art.
It was too much to expect of Bill to hope that this evil seed would not take root,
and as they say of junkies, "Once on it, you're hooked." Bill Meyers, I am proud to
say (as, you might put it, a close connection of his), is as addicted to fandom as
the worst of us.
-Ted White
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EGO BOOST:

I shot a quotocard. into tho air;
Long long afterward., with somo trash
It foil to earth I know not whoro —
The quotocard. burned, into an ash —
For who could, follow tho phenomenon
And. the quotocard's quoto, from beginning to end
Of quotocards boing signod, passed on?
Was interlined in tho mag of a friond.
-- from a quotocard by Hodd Boggs, dated January 8, 1957
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The Eclipse was a big thing in the northeast this year,
for no particularly clear reason. I suppose that many
concluded that it isn't often that nature provides free
entertainment, and therefore when it does you should
make the best of it. Well, the best vas certainly made,
if "best" is the right word — some
tourists,
according to some statistics I just made up, flocked to
Maine to see the sun go out. They should have stayed
home and watched a good thundershower. Or, if everyone
is so determined to see the sun blacken and vanish, I should poinr out that every morn
ing your unfriendly neighborhood newspaper informs you of the exact time the sun will
set that evening. All you have to do is watch your watch and, when the time comes, go
out in your backyard, relax in a 19&3 outdoor Barcalounger, and rbserve the awesome
spectacle o± the sun's slow disappearance. In ancient times, superstitious people
thought that a dragon was swallowing the sun (nowadays we attribute sunset to sunspots),
and offered huge quantities of virgins and other edibles to th- dragon, in an attempt
to make the beast throw up. It always did, right on schedule -he next morning (indeed,
morning is an old Storish word for vomit), and people eventually came to realise that
this was all a terrible waste of good virgins (and other edibles) . Nowadays we know
that uhe sun will always rise the morning after it sets, of course; indeed, due to the
instinctive feeling that the sun is a (or even the!) god, we moderns generally save
our sins and misdeeds for nightime. "When the cat's away" Spnlies here.
Sunset observers are admonished to keep in mind a few simple facts: even just befor sunset the sun is still bright enough to burn out you-” eyeballs if you look at it

unprotected. — it is suggested, that you look at the sun through exposed, film (Polaroid,
film is exposed, in only 10 seconds). Some opthamologists claim that exposed film will
not protect your eyes sufficiently, but they are foolish louts who haven't even invest
ed in Eastman Kodak. In addition, we must warn you not to be frightened when the sun
seems to disappear. Remember, you are representing civilized man. Just say to your-s
self beforehand, 11 It's a natural occurrence and I am not going to be disturbed by its
awesum splendor." As one female observer said during last night's sunset, "It's so
amazing... all of a sudden, everything got so dark... it was as if the sun had been
eclipsed or something... but really, there's nothing to worry about... gasp..."
But I started to tell you about the eclipse, didn't I?
Since everyone else was going to Maine that infamous weekend, we decided to go to
Wood’s Hole.
In the town of Hanover then is a ten mile stretch of one-lane detour,
and thus we discovered that not quite everyone was in Maine — a few hundred thousand
had decided to beat the rush and go to the Cape.
At about four that Saturday afternoon I was sitting inside, due to the fact that
a five day heat spell had finally broken the day we decided to go to the Cape. I was
informed by some clock-watcher that the eclipse should be starting, so I put down my
Bitter Lemon and ventured out of doors. Imagine my surprise when I looked up and saw
— clouds!, as far as the eye could see. How inspiring. I was reminded of that thril
ling morning in April of i960 when we drove all the way out to Revere at five ayem to
see the wonders of nature (and incidentally a total eclipse), and for our efforts were
treated to the enchanting sight of the sky growing light, dark, and then light again!
All this took place, of course, behind heavy clouds.
Well, 1963's heavy clouds remained over the sun and all the rest of the sky on
that lovely Saturday, the twentieth of July, and at about five o'clock we were driving
along some nameless Cape road. Suddenly, and for no discernable reason, there was a
tiny break in those thick clouds, and the sun shown through. What there was left of
the sun, that is, because a check of the watches and a glance at the sky showed that
this was exactly the fullest moment of the partial eclipse, which is all we got this
time in Massachusetts. Well, we poured out of the automobile, and stood by the side
of the road watching the eclipse in various non-lethal manners. In two or three min
utes the sun completely disappeared behind the clouds again, but we didn't care. We
were satisfied. We had Seen The Eclipse. Indeed, we had seen the most interesting
part of the partial eclipse! All was right with the world, and all that. We drove on,
idly wondering how our friends who had gone to Maine had fared.
On the day after our return from the Cape, my brother happened to drop in on these
friends, and naturally he wanted to know how the eclipse had been. He informed me
later that our friends had had absolutely perfect viewing weather the whole time, but,
they had complained, for part of the time of totality a small cloud had passed in front
of the eclipsed sun, spoiling the view for a minute or more. The rest of the sky, they
said, had been completely and utterly clea? .
There's obviously a moral to be drawn here.
— Paul Williams
vvwwwvwvwvvvvwvvwvwvvvwvvwwwvvwvvvwvvvvwvvvwwvwvvvvvvvvvwwwwvvwRegarding Ted's little "article" in #3 called "Our Next Is
sue": arc you guys trying to blanket fandom with MINAC or
something?
I got the distinct feeling that MINAC is trying to bo all
things to all fans or something like that, instead of the happy, closc-kni
-group fan-magazine that FROG used to bo. Certainly FROG didn't go around
trying to boost its circulation; quite the contrary. Who are you trying
to roach with MINAC: an audience who will dig what you're doing because
they've known (or known of) you for quite a while, or a Huge Crowd who
will send trades and letters and 4^ stamps aimlessly but not really dig
the MINAC scone. MINAC is pretty good (though only about half as good as
a fair-to-avorage FROG at its best so far) and I bet it could bo bettor
if you took tho first course above instead of the expansionist one. q I remember sending a copy of VOID one day in early 1959 to an unknown neo (who' d hardly known me for quite
a while; ho'd just entered fandom) in trade for the first issuo of a thon-undistinguished zine called
PSI-PHI. Of course, I could've followed your suggestions for pubbing a fannish zinc... ::
Bob also
tolls us he's starting a now fannish fanzine with Don Fitch, to bo called FRAP.
I guess if you have
n't known Bob for about four years you'd best not ask for a copy... -tw3 ^LETTERS arc cont. on p.8/BOB LICHTMAN

MINAC 7rl> as some of you may ('but probably don't)
recall, ran the first part of my report on an Open ESFA
Meeting. Part two, however, was lost hy those Slimey
Pats, and I find myself rewriting it, hoping I can re
call all the Juicy Parts.*
Our adventure ended last time with all the ESFA
fans moving to a restaurant. It is here that we once
again pick up the story.
I stood there watching the cream of ESFA seat it
self. It was quite a sight; a flying squad of fans
would attack a table, manuevering it deftly near a tab
le of friends. Not to ignore this ploy, the waitresses
sprang into action, remanuevering the tables back into
their original positions. Eventually someone won this
game, the tables found themselves in spot disagreeable
to one faction, and people began to seat themselves.
The air became filled with cries of "Eliot—over here!",
"No! Eliot—over here!", "Pssst!—Eliot!", and other
dignitaries, BNFs like SaM, Eans Santesson, etc., were
subjected to competitive summonses.
I played it cool. I sat on the outskirts of the
action and as luck would have it (or maybe, hey, play
ing cool pays off) the sole ESFAn I wanted to talk
with, John Boardman, made a beeline for my table. Ac
companying John were Charlie and Marsha Brown plus a
neo whose name was included in the first draft of this
segment.
I wanted a drink. I hardly ever drink, but I wanted a drink. I had been to an
Open ESFA Meeting. Marsha ordered first, ordering a vodka martini. "Just how old are
you, sister?" snarled the waitress, snarling in a like manner of all the other wait
resses who were snarling at other ESFA people. With a rushing shock it hit me: we
were in the sovereign state of New Jersey! Nev/ Jersey, where alcohol is forbidden by
law to touch lips under the age of twenty-one. I am twenty and I wanted a drink, and
my wanting a drink was illegal. I could be drafted in New Jersey and shot full of
holes in a "police action", and if I were ever fool enough to murder somebody my young
body could find itself strapped in a New Jersey electric chair. And if, sitting
there, I happened to want a Screwdriver at that particular moment, they would’ve said
"You are too young, you murderer." And then they would’ve pulled the switch.
The neo sitting next to us was obviously overwhelmed by being in the presence of
royalty, although we were not quite as regal as one ex-pro zine editor who waved away
a youngster attempting to sit at his table.
Gabble, gabble, went this neo, trying to make the communication scene in a normal,
inoffensive, neoish way. Marsha tried to set his mind at ease, make him -feel more
welcome. "I loathe and despise neos," she said sweetly. "I love nothing better than
eating them for breakfast. Grr-ruff!"
I continued talking to John Boardman. As
was predicted the service was miserable, the food was nothing to shout about, and the
prices for the food was.
After having spent the price of a ream of ditto paper for limpid "Old Southern
Fried Chicken, Fried to a Golden Brown," I left the resaurant with the other fans.
On the street I was continuing my conversation with John Boardman when I felt a
hand on my shoulder; it was the femmefan who'd shared our table gazing soulfully into
my eyes. "Steve, I want to tell you something."
"Yes?"
"Someday some girl is going to marry you..."
"One can hope." ("Gee," I thought to myself, "she is going to say something Nice!")
"Someday some girl is going to marry you, and..."
"Yes, yes?"
"And she is going to wind up mothering you for the rest of her life!" Smirking
triumphantly, this Charmer turned on her heer and strode off, taking giant steps.
*Significantly, this version of Stovo's report is twice as long as the ono we lost!., -tw

Ordinarily I suppose I would’ve "been perplexed by this surprising encounter; I
did not know her, save by sight, and at this ESFA gettogether I had not acted in any
obnoxious or immature manner, simply talking quietly to John about Fascists and Con
servatives and Barry Goldwater. I say I would ordinarily have been perplexed; for
tunately, I had attended a lecture a week earlier by Erich Fromm, famous psychologist
and author of the excellent "The Art of Loving", Because of this lecture I knew the
score; the topic had been "Neurotic Hostility."
I boarded the bus back to NYC together with other people from the meeting, and a
fan famous for making inane and pointless phonecalls (known to many as "Phonefan")
plonked down beside me. "Hello, Steve Stiles," he said; "look what I copped from the
restaurant." Grinning in a triumphant manner he produced a rather handsome looking
glass container of some sort. "Guess thaJ 'll teach 'em
to serve us better, boy;1'
Later he told me he was working as a delivery boy. 1 mentioned that I had done
similar work once. "Ever swiped anything?" he asked, nudging me slyly in the ribs
with the air of a fellow-conspirator. "Hardly. 1 picked upurine analysis specimens
from drugstores." What the hell, I can make my own.
And right about now I am reminded of the time that I left a case of urine at
Towner Hall; I cannot think of anything more to write about ESFA.
—Steve Stile,
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A SORT OF BISCON REPORT;
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There were a few no-good
things that happened to me
during the liscon: but those were minor personal
problems that really had nothin- k Ju with the cor •
ventir.n.
cvn ..Dself was all sorts of mad fun.
I never miss the banquet programs when I attend a
worldcon, and this year (courtesy of Esther, who
bought a ticket for someone who didn't want to go) I
od was very poor—I’ve eaten better meals for less
next to me and was about $U>95 worth of fun himself.
The spoochou wore interesting, too, although Will Jenkins delivered a talk which was
too disorganized for comfort. Asimov was his usually funny self, especially when he
was surprised with an honorary Hugo after having built his patter around the fact
that he had never won one. He was obviously moved, but managed to get off a superb
spontaneous line: "Oh, now they:ve ruined the whole bit." As he said that, everyone
realized the Hugo must be for Asimov, and cheered. I met Jenkins after the banquet
and renewed an old acquaintance (we used to talk on the phone almost weekly, years
ago, but I’d never met him face to face before), and we had an organized if short
conversation about the art of short story writing. It was much better than the talk.
Aside from the banquet, I missed abort 90$ of the program, which made me quite
happy. The sound system in the main convention room was inadequate and the audiences
were none too quiet.
Saturday morning, I was looking around the art show when someone came in and
told me John Magnus was in the next room selling a lot of old fanzines. I went in and
looked, and found a copy of HYPHEN #1 which Magnus sold me for 50^. This completed
my HYPHEN collection, and I felt so fannish and overjoyed that I walked entirely out
of the convention and went record-shopping.
Monday afternoon, Cal Demmon and I almost decided to chuck the rest of the con
vention and leave with Esther, who was going home early because she had to be back at
work Tuesday. We walked over to Scholl's Religious Cafeteria (we added the "Religious"
because there were religious mottoes all over the place) for a cheap lunch and talked
seriously about getting out of there and the sooner the better. But then we decided
it would only be rushing things, so we let Steve Stiles and Larry Ivie have the places
we could have had in Esther's car and decided to spend the rest of the day construc
tively. The most fannish thing to do, obviously, was to see the sights.
We walked over to the White House, bought a pound of peanuts nearby, fed squirrels
on the lawn, then took a bus going in the general direction of the Lincoln Memorial.

It didn’t go too close to the Memorial, though, and we had to walk further than we had
expected. You mightknow that Washington wouldn’t have any buses going to the Lincoln
Memorial. We walked past the Organization of American States building, and I was
amused to see a list of the original members chiseled onto the building; Cuba was
still there.
The Lincoln Memorial turned out to be quite impressive. But you never see in the
photographs the two mural paintings high along the side walls, above the engraved
Lincoln speeches. They were each painted on 600 pounds of canvas using over 150
pounds of paint, and they are just awful.
As you may know, or as you may not know, the Washington Monument is quite close
to the Lincoln Memorial, with a park and r long rectangular pool between them. Cal
and I walked over to the grass, took off our shoes, and walked barefoot through the
park, giggling at all the NASA shacks lining the park and throwing some of .our peanuts
to the squirrels, who grabbed them and ran away. Washington squirrels were unfriendly
in general.
When we got to the Monument, I Looked up at it. "Gee," I said, ’’that looks
awfully high.” "Oh, I don't think so,” said Calvin. "It do esn't look any higher than
the tower on the Berkeley campus, and that’s only about 250 feet.11 There was a fairsized line waiting to use the elevator, so we decided to do the fannish (i<e., inshne)
thing and climb the stairs.
About d
a iiudrter
quarter 01
of the
auuuu
rne way up, we got so tired that we stopped counting stairs,
finally, so worn out that I didn't think we could climb any further, we stopped and
looked up the elevator shaft. We still couldn't see the top of the building. By the
time we actually did reach the top, we were so numb we couldn't even look out the
windows; we just took a brief glance out in one direction and then took the elevator
down The Washington Monument has 892 steps. Don't bother, if you're ever there.
..
ere wa® one consolation, though. At a refreshment stand a few yards away I had
the first really good milkshake I'd had since the last time I was at Fergie's Drive-In
m Bloomington, Indiana. I didn't even mind being so tired that we had to take a
cab back to the hotel.
The program item that interested me most was the film showing. It was scheduled
to be only an installment from a forthcoming television cartoon show (originating in
Japan called Astro-Boy, but three short films (including Bhob's, described last
issue) were added
I'd seen The Year the Universe Lost the Pennant three times pre
viously, as you'd know if you'd read our last issue instead of losing it before you
got home from the convention, but I was curious to see what the audience reaction
would be like. Just before the showing, Bhob asked me to augment the sound track with
some frantic piano-playmg, so the Discon audience was the first ever to see the film
with live music-—about a minute's worth of the last movement of Prokofieff's Seventh
Piano Sonata (which is all I can play of i+ so far).
Therp^S^'IxS ”*+ atroc}ous’ like an idiotic recasting of a bad Mighty Mouse cartoon.
Bov took
\ ™ng vlsual Slmilarities to Mighty Mouse, especially th^y AstroBoy took off into flight. You'll be able to investigate this idiocy yourself ^nce
1S ?ing Syndioate<i nationally this season. Then there was a "Dane's
fend
-J?6"1
°m
ancient Picture, which I learned later had been spliced in
(and cut) from an even more ancient silent. I wish we'd seen the silent version,
because the sound track was very bad music terribly recorded, but it was still impresw„
= 1 c0“ldn bwatch the audience very well during Bhob's picture because the piano
s way back m the hall, but the final reaction was strongly favorable. There was
cu^s^th
he another
an allegedly hilarious Chuck Jones cartoon, but it was
at the
B*°Wlng WOuddn b compete with a meeting of the Hyborean Legion, being held
with w w J
fomewhere else- Ihis TO typical of the cold-blooded over-efficiencv
with which the entire program was run. The trains ran all right-the first session
toSgo wh^e
££?’
S°me
d-but who wanted
office
t 10^ mOreJ° write about the Dlscon, and if we .don't lose'it in Ted's
oil ice I 11 try to write some more next issue. —Les Gerber
----IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT:

If thero’s a chockmark in the box to the right, see overpage:____

-8Strange about the August F&SF -- it didn't appear for sale in Lincoln at all. After bug
ging my newsstand man about it for weeks, I finally phoned the distributor, who assured mo
that I hadn't missed it -- it simply never arrived in Lincoln. This puzzled mo till I read the lengths
you wont to to scoop fandom in reviewing GLORY ROAD.
Mo doubt you noticed I_ was reviewing GLORY ROAD in installments as it appeared.
It was but the
work of a moment to flash down to the mail room ans snitch the copies destined for Lincoln, comma, Neb
raska. . That prevented mo from reviewing the second installment, and the way was clear for you to
scoop fandom.
■ - Is it true you plan to publish VOID #29 soon? This I gathered, confusedly, from the Fan Toll sent
out by-Wolls along with its errata. Well.
CI haven't seen the Errata -- or anything else Wells has
published recently; what givos, Charles? -- but we have Hopes of getting V29 out This Year...maybe.-tw-

TOM PERRY

Thought you might appreciate a report on the Post Office. MINAC #3 arrived on Wednesday
Aug. 21, MINAC #2 arrived on Friday, Aug. 23.
Anyhow, I much enjoy MINAC, For some reason or other it seems much more like the old FANAC than
does STARSFINKLE. Perhaps it's the absence of chittcr-chatter (mostly) from STARSPINKLS and its lim
ited text. Anyhow, I'm glad you're publishing.

BILL DONAHO

Hoohah, Los Gorbor, who do you think you're putting on?
I've been a Marboro customer for
many moons.
In lact I got off an order from that current catalog the very day I road
your enthusiastic "Consumer Report". Tho Far-Out Books wore indeed Far-Out. A friend of mine bought
them, but I only got a chanco to glance through them.
I thought they were pretty clover, though, from
a cursory glahco.
I ordered the Louis Untormcycr anthology of limericks this time -- I have a feclth\
mind.

BILL PLOTT

A much belated but heartfelt thanks for sending mo MINAC which is read -- every blessed
word of it -- immediately upon arrival. Sid also enjoys it. Now that THE FROG has made
its last flight it behooves you guys to keep this thing going so tho little mags don't totally vanish
from tho scone.
By the way, did Terry participate in Tho March on Washington? Sid swears sho saw him on the TV
broadcast of tho march, that the camera zeroed right in on him. cNo, and indeed Terry's been so busy
that he didn't oven participate in thish of MINAC. His fmz reviews will be back next issue, though.3

ALVA ROGERS

Boggs writing on not-pootry wins tho argument, though ho know he'd won all along for
around this time or before when asked for a definition of not-pootry I answered "A notpoom is just a rhymo I call a not-pocm" (OUTSIDERS 12)
I also agree that writing good comic verso is
a serious business. Boggs wins all tho way...but still "not-pootry" got some onjoyablo (to many of
us) poetry writton that perhaps would not have been written otherwise.

WRAI BALLARD

About tho FROG, Ted, our circulation was about 65 or 70 when wo started, 80 or 90 when
wo stopped.
But it was more a letter-substitute than a Real Fanzine, and wont to a Se
lect Audience. cAndy generously subscribed to MINAC by sending us two roams of paper (which wo're us
ing thish). Speaking of which, soo immediately below, gangly

ANDY MAIN

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT:

If there's a checkmark in the box overpage, you won't be hearing from us again
until wo hoar from you.
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